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Teaching unit:
Academic year: 2018
Degree: MASTER'S DEGREE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING (Syllabus 2013). (Teaching unit Project)
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Teaching staff
Coordinator: Vice-Dean Head of Master Studies
Others: Academic staff holding a master degree or PhD and belonging to the ETSETB.

Requirements
The Master's Thesis (TFM) must be the last enrolled subject, but it can be enrolled jointly with another subject.

Degree competences to which the subject contributes

Specific:
CE1. Ability to apply information theory methods, adaptive modulation and channel coding, as well as advanced techniques of digital signal processing to communication and audiovisual systems.
CE2. Ability to develop radio-communication systems: antennas design, equipment and subsystems, channel modeling, link dimensioning and planning.
CE3. Ability to implement wired/wireless systems, in both fix and mobile communication environments.
CE4. Ability to design and dimension transport, broadcast and distribution networks for multimedia signals
CE5. Ability to design radio-navigation and location systems, as well as radar systems.
CE6. Ability to model, design, implement, manage, operate, administrate and maintain networks, services and contents
CE7. Ability to plan networks and decision-making about services and applications taking into account: quality of service, operational and direct costs, implementation plan, supervision, security processes, scalability and maintenance. Ability to manage and assure the quality during the development process
CE8. Ability to understand and to know how to apply the functioning and organization of the Internet, new generation Internet technologies and protocols, component models, middleware and services
CE9. Ability to deal with the convergence, interoperability and design of heterogeneous networks with local, access and core networks, as well as with service integration (telephony, data, television and interactive services).
CE10. Ability to design and manufacture integrated circuits
CE11. Knowledge of hardware description languages for high-complex circuits.
CE12. Ability to use programmable logical devices, as well as to design analog and digital advanced electronics systems. Ability to design communication devices, such as routers, switches, hubs, transmitters and receivers in different bands.
CE13. Ability to apply advanced knowledge in photonics, optoelectronics and high-frequency electronic
CE14. Ability to develop electronic instrumentation, as well as transducers, actuators and sensors.
CE15. Ability to integrate Telecommunication Engineering technologies and systems, as a generalist, and in broader and multidisciplinary contexts, such as bioengineering, photovoltaic conversion, nanotechnology and telemedicine.
The TFM has different objectives:
- Apply the acquired knowledge and scientific methodology to develop a technical project in the field of telecommunications engineering.
- Write a technical report.
- Publicly present and defend the outcome of the project.

Teaching methodology

Each student will be assigned a thesis advisor. The advisor and the student together prepare a working plan. During the development of the thesis, they hold periodical meetings where the advisor advises the student on next steps to follow. Most of the time the student works autonomously. At the end, the student prepares the technical report and performs the public presentation of the results.

Learning objectives of the subject

The TFM has different objectives:
- Apply the acquired knowledge and scientific methodology to develop a technical project in the field of telecommunications engineering.
- Write a technical report.
- Publicly present and defend the outcome of the project.

Study load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total learning time: 0h</th>
<th>Hours large group:</th>
<th>0h</th>
<th>0%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hours medium group:</td>
<td>0h</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hours small group:</td>
<td>0h</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guided activities:</td>
<td>0h</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The TFM is evaluated by a board assigned for that purpose. The evaluation board consists of a President, a Secretary and one other Board Member. The Secretary of the evaluation board is the TFM advisor, the President is, normally, a professor of the same department than the Secretary, and the third member is a professor of another department than the President and the Secretary.

In order to determine the numerical mark of the TFM, the evaluation board will take into special account the scientific or technical quality of the work and technical report, the clarity of the presentation and oral defence, response to questions and, if applicable, the economic feasibility study, environmental impact and/or sustainable development.

### Qualification system

The TFM is evaluated by a board assigned for that purpose. The evaluation board consists of a President, a Secretary and one other Board Member. The Secretary of the evaluation board is the TFM advisor, the President is, normally, a professor of the same department than the Secretary, and the third member is a professor of another department than the President and the Secretary.

In order to determine the numerical mark of the TFM, the evaluation board will take into special account the scientific or technical quality of the work and technical report, the clarity of the presentation and oral defence, response to questions and, if applicable, the economic feasibility study, environmental impact and/or sustainable development.
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**Others resources:**

- TFM regulations: Look at
  http://etsetb.upc.edu/ca/estudis/normatives-academiques/normatives-academiques-etsetb

- TFM procedures: Look at
  http://etsetb.upc.edu/ca/els-serveis/secretaria-oberta/procediments-i-tramits/tfm-masters-tic